ZG Graphical Interface Solutions
for the ZFP range of fire alarm panels

KEY FEATURES:
Integrate one or more ZFP panels
onto one easy-to-use graphical
interface package
Develop an extensive alarm
audit trail
Report and control alarm systems
from one or more locations (subject
to protocol release)
Produce alarm history
reports and trend analysis
Create cause and effects between
different and unnetworked systems
(should not be used as a critical
alarm path)

Illustrative purposes only
(PC not included)

Optional interfacing to other
manufacturers’ equipment (subject
to protocol support and licence fee)
Optional TCP/IP functionality allows
connection to remote PC and other
TCP/IP nodes

BENEFITS:
Reduce false alarms
Allows proactive alarm management
Reduce operational costs
Manage events more easily
Improves record keeping

Need a graphical front end for our ZFP range of touchscreen controlled
analogue addressable fire panels? Look no further than our new ZG range of
graphical interface solutions.
With a host of packages available, you can easily set up anything from a single
panel graphical mimic type solution to a complex alarm management system
connected to many panels from a multitude of different manufacturers (subject
to protocol support/licence fee).
Our new ZG solutions provide an ideal way to view critical events, process
alarms, keep secure system logs and even integrate new or legacy systems on
single or multiple site operations.
If you are struggling with multiple system reporting, consider using our ZG
solution to integrate standalone systems into one straightforward, manageable
and convenient system without compromising individual system integrity.
ORDER CODES & DESCRIPTIONS
ZFP GRAPHIC INTERFACES & SOFTWARE

A single PC-compatible graphical interface solution suitable for use on single or
networked ZFP panels. Allows integration to other building systems (security, lighting,
etc) subject to protocol support & licence fee.
ZG1
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ZFP Single Panel Graphics Interface (dongle and software)
Accept, silence & reset controls. Full screen text and running events list.

ZG2

ZFP 1 to 5 Panel Graphics Interface ( dongle and software)
Accept, silence, reset, enable & disable controls.
Full screen text, running events list and graphical site plan

ZG3

ZFP 1 to 5 Panel Graphics Interface ( dongle and software)
Accept, silence, reset, enable & disable controls.
Full screen text, running events list and graphical site plan.
Includes TCP/IP manager allowing connection to remote PCs & other TCP/IP nodes
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